It has recently been conjectured that the AdS 5 /SYM 4 correspondence can be generalized away from the conformal limit, to a duality between supergravity on the full asymptotically flat three-brane background and a theory characterized as N = 4 SYM deformed in the IR by a specific dimension-eight operator. Assuming that this relation is valid, we derive a prescription for computing n-point correlation functions in the holographic theory, which reduces to the standard AdS/CFT recipe at low energies. One-and two-point functions are discussed in detail. The prescription follows from very simple considerations and appears to be applicable to any asymptotically flat background. We also compute the quark-antiquark potential and comment on the description of the baryon in the supergravity picture. We conclude with some comments on the possible relation between our work and recent results in non-commutative field theories.
Introduction
The path that led to the discovery of the AdS/CFT correspondence 1 [1, 2, 3] began with the realization that the physics of D-branes can be captured from two quite distinct perspectives: as extended objects in supergravity, or as localized objects with intrinsic worldvolume dynamics [5] . Over the years, an enormous body of evidence has accumulated in support of this insight. In the particular case of D3-branes, the works [6, 7, 8, 9 ] performed a variety of comparisons between quantities in the two alternative descriptions, and constituted very important steps on our way to unraveling the precise relation between the two approaches. It was from these works that Maldacena [1] was able to distill his statement of equivalence between the extreme low-energy limit of the worldvolume dynamics (governed by N = 4 SYM in four dimensions) and type IIB string theory in the near-horizon region of the three-brane supergravity solution (i.e., AdS 5 × S 5 ). More recently, the authors of [10, 11, 12] have attempted to take another step along this path, by exploring the possibility of elevating the AdS/CFT correspondence to a duality between type IIB string theory defined on the full asymptotically flat three-brane background, and the effective theory describing the low-energy worldvolume dynamics of D3-branes at strong 't Hooft coupling. The latter theory has been characterized in [11, 12] as an IR deformation of the N = 4 fixed point by a specific dimension-eight operator. To directly examine this non-renormalizable gauge theory would constitute an enormously difficult challenge. In this paper, we pursue a different line of attack. We assume that there exists a holographic image of physics on the D3 background, even if its precise form may be unknown to us. By definition, all information about this holographic dual is encoded in the bulk supergravity theory, since the duality mapping must work in both directions. Our approach will thus be to study the duality by developing a calculational procedure that extracts this information from the bulk theory.
The paper is structured as follows. In the next section we give a more detailed account of the proposal of [10, 11, 12] , and delineate our approach. In Section 3 we derive a prescription for computing two-point correlators, using as a concrete example the operators that couple to dilaton partial waves. Section 4 contains a discussion of the two-point function we obtain, demonstrating that it reduces to the known N = 4 SYM result at low energies, and establishing its relation with the supergravity absorption probability. The result differs in some aspects from the one discussed by previous authors [10, 11] . In Section 5 we calculate a one-point function in the presence of an external source, and use it to discuss the UV/IR relation, encountering some interesting features. The prescription is then generalized to arbitrary n-point functions in Section 6. Sections 7 and 8 are respectively devoted to a calculation of the quark-antiquark potential and the description of baryons as D5-branes. A final section presents our conclusions, and includes some comments on the close parallel between certain aspects of our results and recent work in non-commutative field theories.
The Physics of D3-branes
In this section we will carefully examine the regimes of applicability of the two alternative descriptions of a system of D3-branes, and review the proposal of [10, 11, 12] for generalizing the AdS/CFT correspondence [1] to a duality involving the full D3-brane background. We should emphasize from the outset that, although our work was motivated by the existence of this relatively concrete duality conjecture, the route we choose to follow does not explicitly rely on its specific form. We will simply assume there exists some brane theory dual to supergravity on the three-brane background, and proceed in Sections 3 and onward to derive rules for computing quantities in the dual theory in terms of physics on the curved background.
Dual descriptions of D3-branes
Consider a collection of a large number, N, of D3-branes in Type IIB string theory. On the one hand, the physics of this system can be described in terms of a worldvolume theory coupled to string theory in the bulk of flat ten-dimensional spacetime. For processes with substringy energies, ω ≪ m s , only the lowest modes of the D3-branes and the closed strings can be excited, and the description is in terms of a non-Abelian gauge theory coupled to supergravity. The action for the combined system is then 
where the two terms denote the Type IIB supergravity action in a flat background and the D3-brane action, respectively. The degrees of freedom on the branes include a gauge field A . .], describing the dynamics on the brane and the couplings to the supergravity fields, respectively. The brane action S b includes in particular contributions from the Born-Infeld term, which are schematically of the form
Note that the gauge field A, as well as the scalars Φ (not shown explicitly), have been 't Hooft-normalized. This is the normalization which is most convenient in studying the large N limit. On the other hand, the system under consideration can be studied as a black brane solution of supergravity, with metric
H(r) = 1 + R 4 r 4 , R 4 = 4πNg s l 4 s , a constant dilaton eφ = g s , and N units of Ramond-Ramond flux through the fivesphere. The above metric describes a geometry with an asymptotically flat region r ≥ R, and a throat extending from r = R down to a horizon at r = 0. One can trust this supergravity solution as long as R ≫ l s , or in other words, Ng s ≫ 1. Henceforth we will refer to the above two descriptions as the flat and the curved pictures, respectively. It should be emphasized that simultaneous validity of the two descriptions requires ωl s ≪ 1, R/l s ≫ 1,
but the combination ωR is arbitrary, as pointed out already in [7] . When this combination is small it represents a convenient expansion parameter.
That the curved and flat space pictures should be in some sense equivalent has been clear since Polchinski's identification of D-branes as RR-charged black branes [5] . At the string level one has the option of either formulating the worldsheet theory as a non-linear σ-model for closed strings in the non-trivial three-brane background, or introducing explicit D3-branes by considering holes on the worldsheet with appropriate boundary conditions. We emphasize that in the latter description the spacetime metric one perturbs about is flat 3 , the non-trivial geometry having being traded for the cumulative effect of open string loops.
Initial evidence for the equivalence of the two pictures came from the early D-brane scattering calculations [15] . A more systematic exploration of the precise connection between the two descriptions began with the comparison of thermodynamic quantities [6] and absorption cross-sections [7, 8, 9] computed in the two approaches.
Based partly on these works, Maldacena motivated his duality conjecture [1] by noting that in the low-energy limit, ωR → 0, the branes in the flat picture decouple from the bulk (i.e., S int → 0). In addition, it can be seen from (2) that in this limit only the leading term survives, and the worldvolume theory reduces to N = 4 SYM. In taking the limit, the dimensionless ratio Φ/ω should be held fixed. It is convenient and customary to regard ω as fixed and finite, in which case the low-energy decoupling is achieved by taking 4 R → 0. The expectation value of the Higgs field is related to the radial coordinate in the curved picture through r = R 2 Φ. So if R → 0 with Φ fixed, we have r ∝ R 2 → 0, and as a result H(r) → (R/r) 4 , which means that we zoom in on the near-horizon geometry, AdS 5 × S 5 . The gauge theory energy ω corresponds in the curved picture to the energy measured at infinity, and is related to the locally measured energy ω r through ω = [H(r)] −1/4 ω r . So even though ωR → 0, the fact that r/R 2 is held fixed implies that ω r R stays fixed and finite, and consequently stringy excitations remain in the spectrum. Maldacena's remarkable conclusion is that the full string theory in AdS 5 × S 5 can be equated with N = 4 SYM [1] . The string and SYM couplings are related through g 2 Y M = 2πg s . For g s ≪ 1 and g s N ≫ 1 the bulk description is in terms of classical supergravity. Quantum g s and stringy l s /R corrections about this limit are mapped onto 1/N and 1/λ 1/4 corrections in the gauge theory, respectively, where λ = g 2 Y M N is the 't Hooft coupling. Let us now try to obtain a holographic dual that describes more than just the nearhorizon geometry. Such information would be included if we keep ωR finite [7, 10, 16] . It is clear from (2) that S b will then include terms of dimension higher than four. The worldvolume theory is thus no longer conformally invariant, its behaviour at different scales being described by a particular renormalization group trajectory. Just like in the AdS case, we expect a UV/IR correspondence [17, 18] to operate, relating the bulk radial coordinate r to an energy scale in the field theory. The non-conformal nature of the worldvolume theory is thus simply a reflection of the fact that the supergravity background is no longer SO(4, 2)-invariant, and as a result it has different properties at different values of r.
In accord with (4), we of course still restrict attention to substringy energies. But because we now work away from the extreme low-energy limit, the branes and the bulk do not decouple. As pointed out in [11] , we can still achieve a decoupling of sorts in the weak coupling limit 5 g s → 0. The flat space supergravity theory becomes free, and interactions can only take place on the worldvolume of the branes, with coupling strength g s N. It is thus natural to conjecture that the physics in the full three-brane metric is dual to the worldvolume action for the D3-branes 6 [7, 10, 16, 11] . Notice that, if we as usual wish to regard ω as being arbitrary, then to comply with (4) we must take l s → 0. To retain the non-conformal information we are then forced to simultaneously send g s N → ∞ in such a way that R ∼ (g s N)
1/4 l s remains fixed. Even if we do not describe the limit this way, (4) requires that the theory on the branes be strongly coupled, λ = g 2 Y M N ≫ 1, in order for the curved picture supergravity background to be reliable. As emphasized in [11] , this requirement implies that the worldvolume action cannot be merely the Born-Infeld action. The latter arises from a disk-level string calculation, so it does not incorporate the effects of summing over worldsheets with an arbitrary number of boundaries. 5 In Section 3 we will be more precise about the sense in which the branes 'decouple' from the bulk in this limit. 6 A different approach to this same problem was proposed in [19] : embedding the full D3-brane geometry in an asymptotically AdS background. The required geometry is simply that produced by two stacks of D3-branes a finite distance apart. By the standard AdS/CFT correspondence, this is dual to an SU (N + K) SYM theory broken to SU (N ) × SU (K). It was found in [19] that the information about the 'full D3-brane' portion of the background is encoded in a very narrow energy range in the gauge theory, and is consequently difficult to extract. Absorption in the double-centered background was considered recently in [20] , and successfully compared with the field theory result in [21] .
Explicit conjectures
To formulate an explicit duality conjecture, it is thus necessary to determine the lowenergy effective action for a large number of D-branes at strong 't Hooft couplingundoubtedly a daunting task. Fortunately, as explained in [11, 12] , string-theoretic information highly constrains the possible form of the required action. First of all, the theory must reduce to N = 4 SYM in the extreme infrared, corresponding to the fact that the three-brane metric reduces to AdS for r → 0. For small but finite energy, the Lagrangian of the dual theory can be expressed as a deformation of the superconformal fixed point by irrelevant operators,
where d denotes the dimension of the non-renormalizable operator O d , and h d is a dimensionless coupling. The irrelevant operators {O d } ought to be compatible with the symmetries of the three-brane background: they must preserve sixteen supersymmetries (i.e., nonconformal N = 4) and be invariant under the SO(6) ∼ SU(4) R-symmetry. The least irrelevant such operator is
which happens to be the leading correction to SYM obtained by expanding the BornInfeld action (see [22] and references therein). As indicated schematically in (6), O 8 lies in a short multiplet of the N = 4 algebra: it is a supersymmetric descendant of the chiral primary operator Tr Φ 4 (where the product of scalar fields is understood to be symmetrized and traceless). O 8 is dual to a supergravity field π which has mass-squared m 2 = 32/R 2 and describes deformations of the trace of the AdS 5 and S 5 metrics [23, 24, 25] . Now, the AdS/CFT correspondence predicts that for strong 't Hooft coupling, all operators in the gauge theory except those in short multiplets acquire large anomalous dimensions, d ∼ λ 1/4 . For λ ≫ 1, then, the sum in (5) is effectively restricted to run only over operators in short multiplets. All of the supergravity fields dual to such operators were tabulated in [23] . It is shown there that the aforementioned field π is in fact the only scalar SO(6)-singlet mode with positive mass-squared (i.e., dual to an irrelevant gauge theory operator). Gubser and Hashimoto [11] were thus led to conjecture that, at least for g s → 0 and g s N → ∞, physics on the curved three-brane background is holographically encoded in the Lagrangian
This was interpreted in [11] as a Wilsonian effective Lagrangian with a cutoff of order R.
To test their conjecture, Gubser and Hashimoto computed the absorption probability P for arbitrary dilaton partial waves in the three-brane background, exploiting the remarkable fact that the relevant equation of motion has an exact solution in terms of associated Mathieu functions [11] (see also [26] ). From P it is possible to deduce, through an application of the optical theorem, the two-point correlator of the gauge theory operator dual to the dilaton partial wave under consideration. This exercise was carried out in [11] for the dilaton s-wave, employing the logic explained in [9, 27, 4] . In Section 4 we will demonstrate that the form of the optical theorem used in [11] is incomplete. Nevertheless, the two-point function which satisfies the correct optical theorem (and which follows directly from the prescription we will develop in the following section) has a form similar to the one presented in [11] . It was argued in [11] that this form could potentially be fully explained in terms of the Lagrangian (7), although of course a perturbative calculation would not be expected to reproduce the precise numerical coefficients obtained at strong coupling from the supergravity calculation. For the first correction to the conformal result, this comparison was carried out already in [10] . A closely related comparison can be found in [20, 21] .
The conjecture of Gubser and Hashimoto was further analysed and considerably strengthened in subsequent work by Intriligator [12] . The last author arrived at (7) from a somewhat different perspective. His starting point is the assumption that there exists some four-dimensional theory dual to the background (3) with an arbitrary SO(6)-symmetric harmonic function
Intriligator then argues that the scaling properties of the metric imply that h should be interpreted as a coupling constant which multiplies an operator in the dual theory whose dimension is exactly eight at all scales. As stated before, a renormalization group flow dual to the three-brane background must preserve sixteen supersymmetries. From a detailed analysis of flows with these many supersymmetries, the author of [12] concluded that along them the gauge coupling constant does not run, and the dimensions of operators in short multiplets remain constant. In the case of immediate interest, the former property is in line with the fact that the background dilaton is constant, while the latter property implies that O 8 has dimension exactly eight along the entire flow. In this manner, Intriligator arrived at the conclusion that the background (3) with harmonic function (8) is holographically dual to the four-dimensional gauge theory whose Lagrangian is exactly (7) along the entire flow, with h 4 ∼ h [12] . This duality statement includes the AdS 5 /SYM 4 correspondence (h = 0) as a particular case. The case h = 1 is of course the full three-brane background, and all other cases with h > 0 are related to this by a rescaling of r and x µ . It was emphasized in [12] that the dimension-eight operator that enters the duality could potentially be a linear combination of the single-trace operator (6) and the double-trace operator Tr F 2 Tr F 2 + . . ., which has exactly the same quantum numbers. While the information reviewed so far indicates that O 8 (possibly with some double-trace admixture) is the only short-multiplet operator of relevance for the duality, it does not yet rule out that long-multiplet SU(4)-symmetric operators preserving sixteen supersymmetries could appear in the deformed Lagrangian (5) . If present, they would be important for the duality conjecture away from the strong-coupling regime. Intriligator argued that this is in fact not possible, because such operators would have to enter the Lagrangian multiplied by a g Y M -dependent power of h, and this would lead to a non-trivial running of the gauge coupling constant, in contradiction with the fact that the dilaton in the supergravity background is constant [12] . Intriligator has thus conjectured that (7) is in fact the exact holographic dual of type IIB string theory on the background (3) with harmonic function (8) , for any value of g s and N. Notice that the duality has now been phrased in terms of the full string theory, as opposed to just supergravity: as explained before, if g s N and ωR are arbitrary, then ωl s is also arbitrary, implying that it is possible to excite higher string modes. String excitations would in fact be present on both sides of the duality, so it is not clear if a sensible meaning can be ascribed to a duality statement involving only the gauge theory modes 7 . In a sense, the statement that (7) is dual to the full D3-brane geometry is a special case of the AdS 5 /SYM 4 correspondence. Given that the operator O 8 is dual to the supergravity field π, the deformation of L SY M by O 8 should describe a background which asymptotes to AdS space, with the mode π excited.
The standard situation would be to consider N = 4 SYM as a UV fixed point, and perturb away from it by adding relevant operators O d , d < 4 (see [4] and references therein). In that case the asymptotic r → ∞ geometry is AdS, with the appropriate supergravity field excited and having a radial-dependence r d−4 . The dimension of the operator and the mass of the dual field are related through d = 2 + √ 4 + m 2 R 2 [2, 3] . On the contrary, for the deformation indicated in (7) one regards N = 4 SYM as an IR fixed point. The geometry is thus required to be asymptotically AdS as r → 0. Expanding the metric (3) with harmonic function (8) , one finds that to linear order in h
The form of the perturbation, and in particular its dependence on r 4 (relative to AdS), is consistent with a deformation associated with the field π, whose mass satisfies m 2 R 2 = 32. As r increases, the metric perturbation indicated in (9) grows large, so it becomes necessary to solve the full non-linear supergravity equations. The complete solution is of course the three-brane background, which differs drastically from AdS at large r.
On the gauge theory side, we are attempting to define the theory starting from the IR fixed point and following the RG flow in the reverse direction. The presence of a non-renormalizable interaction would ordinarily point to the need for a new definition of the theory in the UV. On this issue, Intriligator espoused the view that (7) describes the theory at all scales, with the understanding that the coefficients of all other irrelevant operators are fine-tuned to zero [12] .
We do not necessarily subscribe to this view. In particular, we should stress that, if D-branes are invoked to motivate the duality, then to us it seems inevitable that excited open string modes enter the duality at super-stringy energies, ω > m s . Such energies can certainly be reached if both R and g s N are finite. On the other hand, Intriligator's line of argument does not really equate the dual theory with the D3-brane worldvolume theory: the duality is asserted to hold for arbitrary g s and N, whereas we know that (7) certainly does not summarize the low-energy dynamics of a small number of weakly coupled branes, g s ≪ 1, N ∼ 1. So whether or not it is correct, this strong form of the duality conjecture cannot be said to rest directly on Dbrane intuition. Instead, it is based on the (by now fairly standard) assumption that any theory of gravity can be described holographically through a lower-dimensional non-gravitational theory [31, 32] .
Our approach
Given the immense difficulties encountered in attempting a direct analysis of the candidate dual theory, we choose to follow an indirect route. We assume that there exists some theory which is the holographic image of physics on the three-brane background. We will henceforth refer to this theory as the 'holographic dual'. Based on this existence assumption, in the following sections we will develop calculational tools that allow us to compute quantities in the holographic dual in terms of supergravity. The spirit of our approach is similar to that of [33, 34, 35] , in that we use a conjectural duality to extract information about the dual theory. Since our calculations are based entirely on the supergravity side of the duality, our results contain information about whatever theory turns out to be the holographic dual of the D3-brane background, even if it is not of the form (7) along the entire RG flow. Notice in particular that the fact that the supergravity solution is smooth for all r presumably indicates that the dual theory is sensible at all energy scales. We regard our work as a step towards a more precise specification of this dual theory.
Holographic Two-Point Function from Supergravity
If there exists a duality relating supergravity in a D3-brane background to some four-dimensional theory, the duality mapping ought to work in both directions. By definition, the lower-dimensional theory should holograph supergravity in the tendimensional background. Conversely, the physics of the holographic theory should be encoded in the bulk. In particular, a prescription should exist for computing correlation functions of the dual theory in terms of the curved D3 spacetime. In this section we will construct such a prescription. For definiteness, we focus on the twopoint function of the operator dual to the dilaton s-wave. The extension to higher partial waves is straightforward; the main steps are described in Appendix B, and the final result is quoted at the end of this section. We will generalize the recipe to higher correlators in Section 6.
Before we proceed, we should take a moment to indicate why we have found it necessary to develop a new prescription. In the AdS/CFT case it has been argued [36, 37] that the GKPW recipe [2, 3] essentially equates correlation functions in the CFT with (generalized) AdS scattering amplitudes. It is thus natural to guess that the GKPW prescription can be carried over to our setting by simply replacing the AdS bulk-to-boundary propagator with the corresponding solution in the full D3 background. Unfortunately, this guess yields a two-point function which fails to reproduce the correct absorption probability, and suffers from severe problems at high energies 8 . In this section, following a more physical approach, we will be arrive at a prescription which gives a two-point function in accord with the absorption results (see Section 4), and has a built-in subtraction and amputation procedure which automatically ensures a well-defined UV limit.
The prescription
Consider a dilaton propagating in the presence of N D3-branes. Let us denote the corresponding propagator by G(r, r ′ ) (for the time being we focus only on the rdependence; the other nine directions are left implicit). Viewing the branes as a supergravity solution, this propagator is obtained to lowest order in g s by solving the linearized equation of motion for the dilaton in the curved ten-dimensional background. Higher-order corrections, involving supergravity interactions, are suppressed in the g s → 0 limit. In taking this limit, we keep the geometry fixed, i.e., we hold
On the other hand, we can view the D-branes as (3+1)-dimensional objects with intrinsic dynamics, embedded in a flat (9+1)-dimensional ambient spacetime. In the obvious coordinate system, they are localized (along six directions) at r = 0. The lth partial wave of the canonically normalized dilaton φ couples with unit strength to an operator in the worldvolume theory which will be denoted by O φ (the angularmomentum labels of these operators will be left implicit). The leading low-energy terms of these operators can be found in [38] . The dilaton s-wave, in particular, couples to the operator
where the '. . .' represent scalar and fermion dimension-four operators present already in the conformal limit [38] , as well as additional operators of dimension eight and possibly higher which are corrections away from this limit [10] . We remind the reader that the field strength F in (10) is 't Hooft-normalized, i.e., the combination which appears in the worldvolume action is N Tr A dilaton can propagate from r to r ′ either directly (Fig. 1a) , or indirectly, after having interacted with the branes (e.g., as depicted in Figs. 1b,c) by means of the coupling d 4 x φO φ . This results in a series of contributions to the propagator which are expressed diagrammatically in Fig. 2 , where C n denotes the 'pure worldvolume' connected n-point correlator of O φ (i.e., the correlator computed exclusively with the brane action S b described in Section 2).
If we take the 'decoupling' limit g s → 0 with the 't Hooft coupling λ ∝ g s N fixed, the expansion in Fig. 2 simplifies drastically. Diagrams involving supergravity vertices evidently vanish. In addition, almost all diagrams involving brane correlation functions drop out. The g s -dependence of the correlators is known in the conformal limit, from the standard AdS/CFT correspondence. According to the GKPW recipe [2, 3] , boundary theory correlators are obtained from bulk AdS diagrams with n external dilaton legs which terminate at the boundary. C 2 is consequently g s -independent, since the relevant graph is just the propagator. The graphs for (connected) higherorder correlators feature supergravity vertices, and as a result, (the leading large-N contribution to) C n is proportional to g n−2 s
. From the point of view of the field theory, this corresponds to the large-N factorization of correlation functions. It is thus clear that in the g s → 0 limit, the expansion in Fig. 2 collapses to
where G 0 is the flat-space dilaton propagator, and in the second line we have denoted by ∆ 2 the sum of the indicated series. It might seem surprising that even at vanishing g s the branes are capable of emitting and reabsorbing dilatons. From the string theory perspective, diagrams with additional closed strings usually have extra handles, and are thus suppressed as g s → 0. However, what looks like an extra handle in going from, e.g., Fig. 1b to Fig. 1c , in fact sews together two surfaces which would otherwise be disjoint. The net effect is to add some number of boundaries to the original surface. In this manner, each successive term in the first line of (11) originates from a string diagram with additional worldsheet boundaries, which contribute additional powers of g s N, not of g s . Since we work in the regime of strong 't Hooft coupling, the entire series in (11) must indeed be kept. Notice this means that there is no way to disentangle processes like those shown in Fig. 1c from the 'purely worldvolume' graphs that are contained in C 2 . String theory thus dictates that it is ∆ 2 , and not C 2 , which must be regarded as the two-point correlator of O φ ,
in the effective theory summarizing the dynamics of the 'decoupled' brane system. This is the theory which can be expected to holograph the physics of the curved D3 background.
If we identify G(r, r ′ ) in (11) with the curved space dilaton propagator, then the equality can a priori only be expected to hold in the limit r, r ′ → ∞, because it is only far away from the branes that one can meaningfully compare G with the flat space propagator G 0 . The essential point here is that, if we took (11) as it stands as our definition of ∆ 2 , then we would expect ∆ 2 to depend on r, r ′ , complicating its interpretation as a correlator in a four-dimensional theory. Our main goal in the remainder of this section and the next will be to show that, on the contrary,
is a well-defined quantity which can be rightfully interpreted as the desired fourdimensional holographic correlator. 
Calculation of the correlator
To examine the limit r, r ′ → ∞, we first need to discuss the propagators in more detail. In order for the essential points to be more easily appreciated, we will first carry out the calculations at a general level, postponing explicit evaluations to the next subsection. The propagators G and G 0 are defined as solutions to the tendimensional dilaton equation of motion
in the respective backgrounds. Upon projecting onto a plane wave exp(ik µ x µ ) for the directions parallel to the three-branes, and onto the constant mode on S 5 , one is left with an equation for the radial propagator G(k µ ; r, r ′ ) of the form
where f (r) = √ −gg rr . Since we regard G(k; r, r ′ ) as the field created at r by a source at r ′ , it must satisfy boundary conditions such that (for ω ≡ k 0 > 0) the associated flux moves away from the source.
At r = r ′ , (15) is just the homogeneous equation for radial motion of the dilaton. Denote the solution with the required behaviour at r → 0 (and consequently at all r < r ′ ) by φ 1 . Similarly, let φ 2 be the solution of the homogeneous equation obeying the appropriate boundary condition at r → ∞. Finally, take φ 3 to be the solution which is linearly independent from φ 2 and satisfies the 'opposite' boundary condition at r → ∞. Of course, the solutions {φ 1 , φ 2 , φ 3 } are not independent, and we can write
with A, B some overlap coefficients. It is clear that the r-dependence of the propagator can be expressed in the form
9 Once this is established, it becomes natural to speculate, based on the insight gained from AdS/CFT [17, 18] , that (11) holds also for finite r, r ′ , with ∆ 2 interpreted as the two-point function with a UV cutoff (or more precisely, with r and r ′ indicating a 'smearing' of the two insertions of O φ ).
for some α, β. These functions of r ′ can be determined by demanding that the propagator be continuous at r = r ′ , and its first derivative have a discontinuity at r = r ′ which yields the delta-function in (15) , with unit coefficient. The end result is
where r < (r > ) is the smaller (larger) of r and r ′ , w 32 is the constant appearing in the Wronskian W 32 (r) = φ 3 ∂ r φ 2 − φ 2 ∂ r φ 3 = w 32 /f (r), and A, B are the overlap coefficients defined in (16) . Now we have enough information to explore the nature of the limit in (13) . By definition, the flat space solution φ 02 (φ 03 ) must asymptote to a purely outgoing (ingoing) wave as r → ∞: φ 02 (r) → r −5/2 exp[i(qr + θ 0 )]. This must be true as well for the corresponding solution in the asymptotically flat D3 background, with the same q but a different 'phase shift', θ. Finally, the flat space solution φ 01 must be regular at the origin, which implies that A 0 = B 0 , and
. Using all of this in (13) one is left with
where A, B are the curved space overlap coefficients and w 012 /f (r) is the Wronskian of the indicated flat-space solutions. As advertised, all r, r ′ -dependence cancels out, and the limit is well-defined. This result is as expected from our derivation of (13) , and serves as a first consistency check on our approach.
Explicit evaluation
Having explained the essential points, let us now proceed to the explicit determination of the dilaton propagators. Using the metric (3) in (14) , the curved space propagator G(k µ ; r, r ′ ) can easily be seen to satisfy (15) with f (r) = r 5 and V k (r) = q 2 H(r), where we have defined q 2 = ω 2 − k 2 . As explained in [11] (see also [26] ), the corresponding homogeneous equation can be related to Mathieu's equation, and the solutions of interest to us are found to be
Unless otherwise noted, we adopt the notation of [11] : H (1,2) (ν, z) are associated Mathieu functions of the third and fourth kind, respectively, and ν is the 'Floquet exponent' (an l-dependent function of qR) defined in [11, 26] . In line with the previous discussion, the following boundary conditions have been enforced: φ 1 is purely ingoing at the horizon r = 0, while φ 2 (φ 3 ) is purely outgoing (ingoing) at r → ∞. The Wronskian of φ 2 and φ 3 works out to w 32 = 4i/π. For future use, we note that with these boundary conditions, (16) implies that the absorption probability is given by
From Eq. (18) in [11] we can read off the superposition coefficients
where η = exp(iπν) and χ = ϕ(−ν/2)/ϕ(ν/2), with ϕ(±ν/2) (not to be confused with the radial solutions φ i (r)) two of the coefficients involved in the definition of Mathieu functions [11, 26] . Both η and χ are functions of qR, which we will characterize further in Section 4 and Appendix A. Using all of this in (18) we obtain
(23) As r → ∞, the Mathieu functions asymptote to Hankel functions, and
with θ = −π(2ν + 1)/4. The derivation of the flat space propagator proceeds in the same steps. The solutions to the homogeneous version of (15) are now just Bessel and Hankel functions,
The appropriate boundary condition at the origin r = 0 is now simply regularity of the solution, which picks out J 2 as the correct solution. The propagator is found to be
so in the limit r, r ′ → ∞ it becomes
with θ 0 = −5π/4. Additionally, as r → ∞ one finds
Inserting Eqs. (24), (27) and (28) into (13) we finally arrive at an explicit expression for the two-point function of O φ in the holographic theory,
The preceding calculation has focused on the S 5 -symmetric mode of the dilaton, but the prescription we have derived generalizes to arbitrary supergravity fields in a straightforward manner. In particular, one can easily determine the two-point functions of the operators dual to all dilaton partial waves. The general result is
The main steps of the calculation are given in Appendix B. The analysis of the above result will be the subject of the next section.
Low Energy Limit and Absorption Probability
In order to understand the properties of the correlator (30) it is convenient to introduce the following notation:
It can be inferred from the results of [11, 26] (summarized in Appendix A) that α l (s 2 ) and µ l (s 2 ) are analytic functions (in a neighborhood of s = 0) which, for real s, are real when l = 0 and purely imaginary for l > 0. In this notation, Eq. (29) (which is valid for the case l = 0) can be rewritten as:
The second term contains only (even) integer powers of s in an expansion around s = 0 and therefore corresponds to contact terms. We can drop it in a comparison to field theory. The first term has a cut for positive real s where the imaginary part changes sign, being negative above the real axis and positive below. In addition, it becomes real for negative real s. It is clear then that the first term has the analytic properties expected from a field theory propagator. On the other hand, even if the second term is dropped on the grounds that it is analytic, it is somewhat unsettling that it is imaginary for real values of s. We will return to this point below.
Using the above notation, it is equally easy to write down the two-point function for a generic value of angular momentum l (see Appendix B for the derivation):
The l-dependent factor in front arises from the normalization factor of the spherical harmonics. Incidentally, notice that our method yields a finite result, in contrast with the AdS calculation [2, 3, 4] , which produces a divergent result that needs to be renormalized.
Low energy limit
Using the results of [11, 26] , which we summarize in Appendix A, the small s behaviour of ∆
2 follows as
The low-energy behaviour of this propagator is fixed by conformal invariance up to a normalization constant. It was computed directly in the SYM theory in [38] . To compare with that result one has to multiply ∆
p (using the notation of [38] ), from their definition of the operators coupling to the dilaton, and also divide by a factor 2κ 2 , from the difference between the standard and canonical dilaton normalization. After including all these factors we obtain the result of [38] up to an overall factor of two. Notice that one should not expect exact agreement, since as explained in Section 3, the propagator ∆ 2 incorporates not only worldvolume processes but also the coupling with the flat space dilaton. It is related to the 'pure brane' two-point function C 2 through Eq. (11) .
For the case l = 0 the result including more than just the leading term is 
The first five terms agree with those that can be deduced from the results of [11] , up to the same overall factor of two (the first two terms are implicit already in [10] ). The sixth term (of order s 6 ln(−s)) disagrees with [11] ; it is the first discrepancy due to the fact that, as explained in the following subsection, the analysis of [11] does not employ the correct form of the optical theorem.
It would be interesting to examine the high-energy behaviour of the propagator. This, however, would require a better understanding of the role played by the second term in (32) and (33) . We have already pointed out that this term is peculiar, and we will have more to say about it below. Let us just note that, as will be discussed in the next subsection, ∆ (l) 2 is related to the absorption probability P abs through Eq. (45). Since P abs → 1 as s → ∞, we seem to conclude that the UV behaviour of the propagator is ∆ (30) is a delicate matter. It has been pointed out in [35] that a WKB analysis shows that the first term of (29) is a decaying exponential at high energies. The expected q behaviour thus appears to arise entirely from the second term, which has the peculiar property of being purely imaginary.
Absorption probability
From the field theory point of view the propagator computed in the previous section can be related to the absorption cross-section using unitarity. Here we proceed to compute such relation and then, as a consistency check, verify that it is satisfied by our propagator. Writing the S-matrix as S = 1 + iT , the well known identity
follows. The state |i will be taken to be an incident dilaton moving with momentum k µ parallel to the brane and with transverse momentum q. Let x 0...4 and y 5...9 denote coordinates parallel and perpendicular to the brane, respectively. The coordinate y 9 is chosen to be parallel to the incident dilaton, i.e, q = qŷ 9 . The S-matrix follows from the interaction
where the coefficients C
are defined in Appendix B. All supergravity interactions are suppressed by powers of g s and so discarded in the limit g s → 0. The field φ(x, y ⊥ ) is expanded as
where the frequency ω k,q ≡ k 0 = k 2 + q 2 , and the operators a k,q and a †
With these conventions and using the fact that the only interaction vertex where φ appears is the one in Eq. (37) we get
where V ,T are normalization volume and time (which cancel in the final result) and in the second equality we used the fact that the incident particle propagates along y 9 . Note also that the O lm propagator is computed including the vertex (37). To compute 1 k,q |T † T |1 k,q one has to insert a complete set of states between T † and T . With the only interaction being (37), the possible processes are elastic scattering and absorption. Elastic scattering is described by inserting one-dilaton states. The calculation is similar to the previous one:
Hereq ′ is a unit vector indicating the direction of the outgoing particle (| q ′ | is fixed by energy conservation) and N l is the result of the angular integration, which can be found in Appendix B.
The other contribution is from inelastic scattering, which in our case is simply proportional to the absorption cross-section:
Here ν D denotes an arbitrary state of the brane, 0 φ (0 D ) the vacuum in the bulk (brane), and 2iq is the incident flux. Altogether, unitarity implies
The absorption cross-section is related to the absorption probability through [27, 11] σ abs = 8π
We can thus recast (43) as an expression relating the absorption probability to the propagator,
where we have used the values of N l and m C 9...9 lm C 9...9
lm given in Appendix B. Inserting our explicit expression for ∆ (l) 2 , Eq. (30), we obtain
As can be seen from (21) and (22), this is precisely the formula for the absorption as defined in the bulk. We have thus verified that our two-point function satisfies the optical theorem. Note that elastic scattering and absorption processes contribute to the total crosssection at the same order in g s N. At low energies elastic scattering is suppressed, but away from the conformal limit (ωR → 0) it has to be taken into account if one attempts to reconstruct the propagator directly from the absorption probability. This was overlooked in [11] .
Another point to notice is that it is the full two-point function (30) which contributes to (46) , including the contact (analytic) terms arising from the second term of (32) or (33) . We noted before that these terms are peculiar because they are imaginary for real values of s. In field theory, analytic terms can arise from divergent diagrams when using cut-off regularization, but it is hard to see how they could have an imaginary part for real values of s. Since the problematic terms are analytic, one is tempted to simply discard them. The puzzle, however, is that the resulting two-point function would no longer satisfy the optical theorem, Eq. (45).
We should stress that the appearance of this type of terms is not unique to our approach: the correlators derived in [34, 35] by means of an extrapolation of the GKPW recipe [2, 3] suffer from the same difficulty. This was not noticed in those works, and neither was the tension between discarding these terms and satisfying the optical theorem, since the authors of [34, 35] did not attempt to establish the relation between their proposed two-point functions and the corresponding absorption probabilities.
The presence of these bizarre terms is related to a phenomenon first pointed out by Stokes [39] . The essential point is that both the GKPW recipe and our prescription extract the subleading coefficient in the large-r expansion of an expression of the type E(s, √ sr) (the expression in question is in our case the curved-space propagator G;
see (13)). The expansion is supposed to make sense for arbitrary complex values of s. For negative real s, in particular, the expansions of relevance to [34, 35] and the present paper are all of the form
with p some constant. The prescriptions for two-point correlators employed by the authors of [34, 35] and by us essentially extract the subleading coefficient, S(s). To reproduce the correct holonomy of the function E upon encircling the origin of the complex s-plane, the coefficients L and S develop peculiar properties. For instance, S can appear to be complex on the negative real s-axis, even if the function E is manifestly real there 10 . Taken at face value, the presence of imaginary analytic terms in the propagator (30) would appear to indicate a breakdown of unitarity in the dual theory. We believe, however, that there should exist a less radical interpretation. The simplest possibility is that these terms should be dropped. As we have explained above, the problem would then be to understand why the resulting propagator fails to satisfy Eq. (45) . Alternatively, one could try to relax one of the assumptions employed in the derivation of Eq. (13). For instance, one could take into account the backreaction of the branes on the geometry, through the inclusion of tadpole diagrams. This would entail the replacement of the flat-space propagator G 0 in (13) with some curved-space propagatorG, which would presumably differ from G by the choice of boundary conditions. The net effect of this or any other potential resolution should be to multiply ∆ 2 by an overall complex 'form factor' f (s), such that the resulting propagator has a standard analytic structure. At the same time, a compensating change should take place in the kinematic factors appearing in Eq. (45) , to ensure that the optical theorem is still satisfied.
Since we have brought up the issue of back-reaction, we wish to emphasize before closing this section that, in our opinion, the expectation that there could exist a duality generalizing the AdS/CFT correspondence amounts to the hope that the sum over diagrams in the dual theory with arbitrary numbers of loops will by itself reproduce the effects of the curved geometry. As explained in [28, 29] , this hope ultimately rests on open string-closed string duality. At any rate, given the conceptual difficulties inherent in placing explicit D-branes in the curved background they themselves generate, it is surely important to see how far one can develop a duality involving the worldvolume theory embedded in flat space.
A One-Point Function and the UV/IR Correspondence
A key ingredient of holography is the ability of the hologram to encode the extra dimensions of the object it is meant to represent. In the standard AdS/CFT correspondence, the radial coordinate of AdS space is mapped to a scale in the CFTphenomena at different scales in the lower-dimensional theory correspond to phenomena at different radii in the bulk. The larger the radius in AdS the smaller the length scale in the CFT. This has come to be known as the UV/IR correspondence [17, 18] , and is a striking illustration of holography at work. An interesting way to study the UV/IR correspondence is through an analysis of the one-point function produced by an external source. As shown in [41] and further examined in [42] , a point source at fixed r ′ in the bulk of AdS space will manifest itself in the holographic dual, through an associated expectation value, as a blob with a radius that goes like R 2 /r ′ . The blob is extended if the source is deep down in AdS, and concentrated if it is close to the boundary (r ′ → ∞). The physical interpretation of the source is more transparent if instead of a point source we consider a string originating at infinity and terminating on the D3-branes. Each point on the string acts as a source for the field and contributes to the onepoint function. The total one-point function is obtained by integrating along the string, and different parts of the string dominate at different length scales in the holographic dual. The result represents, from the point of view of the dual theory, the one-point function in the presence of an external quark [42, 43] . While all of this is well understood in the AdS case, it is the subject of the present section to investigate what happens if we use the full D3-brane metric. We will find that there are some interesting new phenomena in this more general setup.
We focus attention first on the case of a point source, located at some radial position r ′ . If desired, it can be regarded as an infinitesimal segment of a string. The one-point function for the entire string will be discussed a little bit later. For concreteness, we consider a source for the dilaton s-wave. Proceeding as in the case of the two-point function, we write down the one-point function with the help of
where G (r, r ′ ) (with r → ∞) is the supergravity propagation from the source out to infinity, divided into a direct piece through flat space and a piece due to the induced one-point function on the brane, ∆ 1, r ′ = O φ , with O φ the operator given in (10) . The situation is summarized in Fig. 3 (which depicts the entire string) . The one-point function is thus computed using
The subscript r ′ on the one-point function indicates the dependence on the radial position of the source. Using the same notation and definitions as in Section 3, the result can be written as
Let us now investigate this one-point function in the limit of large scales, i.e., the IR regime in the holographic dual. To do this we consider expression (50) in the limit of small momentum, q ≪ 1/R, which implies large distances x after Fourier transforming. We begin by considering qr ′ ≪ 1 but finite qR 2 /r ′ . This includes the case with a source deep inside the AdS region (i.e. r ′ ≪ R), and we therefore expect to recover the AdS result. We find that the one-point function takes the form
where we have used the fact that A = − 16i πR 4 q 4 for small q. For the purpose of studying the UV/IR correspondence it is useful to write down the one-point function for spacelike momenta q 2 = −p 2 , where it becomes
The Fourier transform,
clearly shows how the radial position of a point source is reflected in the holographic dual: the one-point function describes a blob whose width is of order R 2 /r ′ . This is in accordance with the UV/IR correspondence.
The derivation above used p ≪ 1/R and pr ′ ≪ 1, and it is clear that there will be small distance modifications when x < R. However, expression (53) will be valid as long as x ≫ r ′ even if r ′ is not small, i.e., even if it is outside of the AdS region. On the other hand, if r ′ ∼ x we conclude that the one-point function may be corrected even at large distances. To find out how, we need to consider the one-point function for p ≪ 1/R, finite pr ′ and hence pR 2 /r ′ ≪ 1. This gives
where we have made use of the fact that
for small p. After Fourier transforming in p we get
for large r ′ . Interestingly, the UV/IR correspondence is now reversed, with the size of the blob increasing with the radial position. To summarize: as a source is moved to ever larger values of r ′ , the blob first decreases in size, in accord with the usual UV/IR correspondence. But as the source leaves the AdS region, the blob reaches a minimal size of order R and then starts to grow again. According to the standard UV/IR correspondence, the region deep inside of AdS corresponds to the IR of the holographic dual, while the region close to the boundary of AdS corresponds to the UV. With AdS as part of a full three-brane background we can proceed even further out, and according to the above reasoning we will again encounter a region of space that will influence the IR behaviour of the holographic dual. In the concluding section of the paper we will have more to say on the nonstandard UV/IR properties of D3-brane holography, and possible connections with non-commutative geometry.
In view of the modified UV/IR correspondence that we have observed in the D3-brane background, it is also important to consider the result of integrating over the source position, r ′ , along the entire string. As discussed above, this corresponds to determining the expectation value of the operator dual to the dilaton s-wave, Eq. (10), in the presence of an external quark. In the AdS limit we find that
where we have used that the time integral enforces k 0 = 0. Note the 1 2 √ κ in the first equality which cancels a similar factor in the charge density of the string. These factors come about since we are using a canonically normalized dilaton. The result of the calculation is indeed in agreement with [42] , apart from the factor of two mentioned in Section 4.
What happens if we take into account the portion of the string that lies outside of the AdS region? Through the reversed UV/IR correspondence, this threatens to change the large scale behaviour of the one-point function. However, for a given scale x ≫ R, one can easily estimate the modifications of O φ due to portions of the string with r ′ > x, by comparing the integral of (53) and (55) from r ′ = x to r ′ = ∞. This shows that any modification will be at most of order 1/x 6 , and the coefficient of the leading 1/x 4 term will therefore not be modified. It would also be interesting to consider the high energy or small distance behaviour of the one-point function. For this we would need to investigate the one-point function (50) in the limit where q 2 = −p 2 becomes large and negative. This we have not done; in Section 4 we have already discussed some difficulties in extracting this limit.
Higher Correlation Functions
The prescription for two-point functions derived in Section 3 extracts information from the brane geometry by probing it with a bulk correlation function evaluated at points at asymptotic distances from the brane. No relation was assumed between the radial positions of these points. For n-point functions we may formulate our prescription in the same way, but it is convenient and perhaps more natural to compute correlators between points on a common cutoff surface. Then we can formulate rules for computing brane n-point functions motivated by the same reasoning as before (see Fig. 4 ): 1) Introduce a cutoff surface at r = r Λ .
2) Draw all curved space Feynman diagrams for the n-point correlation function of the appropriate supergravity fields. Work in position space for r and in momentum space for x µ . The n external legs have one end at r = r Λ , and carry four-dimensional momenta k 1 , . . . , k n .
3) Replace the propagators G(k i ; r Λ , r) associated with external legs by G ∆ (k i ; r Λ , r), where G ∆ = G − G 0 , with G 0 the corresponding flat space propagator.
4) Amputate each external leg, dividing by G 0 (k i ; r Λ , 0).
5) Take the limit r Λ → ∞.
Combining rules 3) and 4), the factor on each external leg becomes
The notation here is the same as in Section 3. This factor effectively removes processes where the external leg is unaffected by the presence of the brane. We thus restrict attention to processes where all external lines touch the brane, and from these we extract the physics on the brane. As an example we write down the case of the three-point function
obtained from the corresponding supergravity three-point function
where V 3 is the supergravity three-vertex, which generally may involve the metric, momenta in the brane directions and derivatives in the transverse dimensions. We now want to check that these n-point functions agree with known results in the conformal limit, which amounts to showing that the integrals reduce to AdS integrals in the low energy limit qR → 0. To do this more information on the solutions φ i and φ i0 is needed. We give the arguments for the three-point function, but one can repeat the same steps for any tree diagram, at least for any diagram with interaction vertices directly connected to external legs. For six-point functions and higher there are other diagrams, and the argument is not complete in its present form.
We may use the asymptotics of the Mathieu functions obtainable through the series expansion (100) described in Appendix A, in the limit of small qr. To facilitate comparison with the AdS literature we use Euclidean q 2 = −p 2 and find
We note that ∆ 1, r (k 2 ) vanishes for r ≫ pR 2 (if pr ≪ 1 ). As demonstrated below the contribution from the outer region, pr ≥ 1, is suppressed for low energies. Thus the effective upper limit of integration for the three-point function in Eq. (58) goes to zero in the low energy limit, and we may use the near horizon limit of the integration measure to find
which scales as q 4 in the low energy limit. We recognize the AdS form of the threepoint function with the bulk-to-boundary propagator p 2 z 2 K 2 (pz). The subtractions found automatically in our approach may look unfamiliar, because they are not always explicitly mentioned. They are however necessary to obtain the final finite conformally invariant results given for instance in [44, 4] . They are all independent of at least one momentum (or at least one relative distance, in position space). Just as in the case of the two-point function, our approach automatically produces a finite answer, in contrast to the standard AdS calculations that require renormalization. Since the region of integration that contributes is entirely within the AdS region, any supergravity vertex V 3 that yields a conformally invariant three-point function in the AdS case, will do so in our low energy limit, no matter how complicated it is. The three dilaton vertex,the dilaton-TrF 2 coupling, our normalization of F and κ/R 4 ∼ 1/N then give
as expected. To see why the region r ≤ pR 2 dominates low energy behaviour we need a qualitative understanding of the wave solutions φ i (r). This may be obtained directly from their equation of motion [11] , written in terms of ρ = ln
which can be thought of as a one dimensional Schroedinger equation with a potential barrier. For small qR there is oscillatory behaviour for 2r < qR and for qr > 2. The waves tunnel through the barrier between the turning points with an approximate amplitude φ(r) = C + DR 4 /r 4 inside the barrier. For the solution φ 1 , which is purely ingoing for small r, almost all the incident wave is reflected and the amplitude does not grow from the exterior region towards the interior region. This means that C ≫ D. For the exterior region we use Eqs. (100), (58) and (19) , which give
using ∆ 2 (q 2 ) = O(q 0 ). The contribution from the barrier region is obtained by matching to the exterior solution at the exterior turning point:
using also Eq. (97). We find as promised that the conformal result (62) from the interior region dominates at low energies.
The Quark-Antiquark Potential
In the standard AdS 5 /CFT 4 correspondence, an external quark in SYM is dual to a string in the bulk of AdS space. This identification leads to a natural recipe [45, 46] for computing Wilson loops in the strongly-coupled gauge theory, 11 which has been exploited to obtain numerous interesting results (see [48, 4] for a review of some of them). In the present section we wish to generalize the Wilson loop prescription of [45, 46] to our setting, and use it to determine the quark-antiquark potential in the holographic theory.
The motivation for relating strings in the bulk theory to external sources in the four-dimensional theory is of course the same as in the AdS case. Start with N + 1 coincident D3-branes, and pull one brane out to a finite separation r Λ , by giving a vacuum expectation value to the appropriate worldvolume scalar field. This breaks U(N + 1) → U(N) × U(1). A string connecting the solitary brane to the stack of N branes represents a W-boson of the spontaneously broken gauge theory [49] . In the supergravity picture, the N D3-branes are replaced by the black three-brane solution, so the W-boson corresponds to a string extending from the solitary D3-brane at r = r Λ down to the horizon at r = 0. In Section 5 we have already made use of this representation to determine the field around a point source in the dual theory.
We describe the dynamics of a fundamental string through the Nambu-Goto action
where g (i) is the pullback of the spacetime metric (3) to the string worldsheet, and T F = 1/2πl 2 s is of course the string tension. We make a static gauge choice σ 1 = r, σ 2 = t, and restrict attention to static configurations of the form X(r) (where x is one of the spatial directions parallel to the D3-branes), with the string pointing along a fixed S 5 direction. In most of the discussion it will be convenient to use an inverted radial coordinate z = R 2 /r. The generic static solution, Figure 5 : a) 'Hanging string' lying along a geodesic of the curved three-brane geometry.
The endpoints of the string lie on a probe D3-brane at r = r Λ . This is the supergravity realization of a W-W pair in the U (N ) × U (1) gauge theory. b) The same system in the 'branes + flat space' picture: two strings of opposite orientation connect the stack of N D3-branes to a solitary brane a distance r Λ away. The endpoints of the strings on the stack of D3-branes constitute a quark-antiquark pair. See text for discussion.
boundary conditions [47] . Because of the tilt, the separation L between the quark and the antiquark is (for large r Λ ) much smaller than that between the endpoints on the solitary brane. As seen in Fig. 5b , the two distances are related by
We are now ready to compute the quark-antiquark potential. Since we are interested in taking the limit z Λ → 0 to remove the probe brane to infinity, we first carry out a Laurent expansion of (68) about z Λ = 0, writing 
Using this in (70) we obtain a relation between the quark-antiquark separation L and the geodesic parameter z m ,
which is perfectly well-defined in the limit z Λ → 0. We next Laurent-expand (69),
The leading term diverges in the limit z Λ → 0, but it is clearly just the energy 2T F r Λ sec α of the two straight strings in Fig. 5b . We are interested only in the energy E which arises from the U(N) interaction between the quark and antiquark, so we subtract this leading term and obtain
Eqs. (73) and (75) give the quark-antiquark potential E(L) in implicit form. The potential is plotted in Fig. 6 . For largeseparation, L ≫ R, both (73) and (75) reduce to the corresponding AdS relations [45, 46] , so as required the IR limit of the potential coincides with the conformal N = 4 potential,
Here we have made use of the relation
s to write the result exclusively in terms of gauge theory quantities.
At the opposite extreme, notice from (73) that, surprisingly, L → 0 as z m → R. Geodesics with z m < R thus appear to give no direct information about the quark-antiquark interaction in the U(N) theory. Since these geodesics are completely outside the throat region z ≥ R, this is yet another indication that the flat space region is in a sense left out of the holographic theory. This is as expected from the decoupling argument of Section 2, and is indeed consistent with what we have found for correlation functions in Sections 3 through 6. The short-distance quark-antiquark potential is
This expression is again written only in terms of parameters of the gauge theory,
14
and displays confining behaviour with a confining string tension σ = g
From the supergravity perspective this result is not surprising, as σ = T F / √ 2 is simply the tension of a fundamental string located at r = R.
From (73) and (75) it follows that the quark and antiquark attract one another with a force
As a consistency check on our approach, we note that this equals the force ∂U/∂∆X obtained from the unsubtracted expressions (68) and (69) in the z Λ → 0 limit.
The Baryon
In the preceding section we have seen how the AdS picture of a quark-antiquark pair can be generalized away from the conformal limit. We now wish to point out that it is also possible to extend the AdS description of the baryon [50, 51, 52, 53] to our setting.
In the AdS 5 /SYM 4 correspondence, the SU(N) baryon (the color-neutral coupling of N external quarks) is dual to N fundamental strings stretching from the AdS boundary to a D5-brane wrapped around S 5 [50, 51] . To provide a thorough description of this system it is necessary to analyse the full worldvolume action for the D5-brane embedded in AdS 5 × S 5 . The baryon is then seen to be realized as a particular class of BPS D5-brane embeddings [52, 53, 54, 55] , in which the N strings appear as Born-Infeld string tubes [56, 57] . In our case, then, to obtain a picture of the baryon we must consider a D5-brane embedded in the full three-brane background. It was shown in [53, 54, 58] that this system has a one-parameter family of BPS solutions of the form ζ = ζ(ξ; ζ Λ ), where ζ = −r cos θ, ξ = r sin θ, with θ the polar angle on S 5 . These embeddings have a flat portion and (for ζ Λ > 0) a tubular region, which as explained in [53] represent a flat D5-brane located at ζ = ζ Λ , and a bundle of N Born-Infeld strings, respectively (see Fig. 7 ). We propose that these solutions are dual to the baryon of the holographic theory, with the understanding that the flat D5-brane at ζ = ζ Λ plays the same role as the solitary D3-brane at r = r Λ in the quark-antiquark case, and should therefore be removed by taking ζ Λ → ∞. For large ζ Λ , the lower portion of the tube is close to r = 0, and coincides with the AdS baryon embedding. This is a necessary condition for the large-distance field of the baryon to reduce to that of the SYM theory 15 . In the limit ζ Λ → ∞, the Born-Infeld tube becomes infinitely thin.
It was demonstrated in [53, 54] that the energy of the tube (obtained from the full energy by subtracting the infinite contribution of the flat portion) is exactly equal to the energy of N fundamental strings of length ζ Λ . Since these strings represent the baryon's constituent quarks, it follows that the D3 baryon (just like its AdS counterpart) has zero binding energy, as expected from the BPS character of the configuration.
Discussion
Based on the assumption that there exists some theory which holographs the full asymptotically flat three-brane background, in this paper we have developed methods for computing quantities in the dual theory in terms of supergravity. Concretely, in Section 6 we have presented a calculational recipe for arbitrary n-point correlators in the holographic dual. The particular case of two-point functions of the operators O φ coupling to dilaton partial waves was analysed at length in Sections 3 and 4. Threepoint functions were discussed in Section 6, and a one-point function in the presence of a source was examined in Section 5. Additionally, in Section 7 we have employed a 'hanging' string to determine the potential energy of an external quark-antiquark pair in the dual theory, and in Section 8 we have commented on the representation of baryons as deformed D5-branes.
In addition to its derivation, we have presented several non-trivial checks of our recipe for correlation functions. First, the correlators we obtain reduce to N = 4 SYM correlators in the extreme low-energy limit. Second, the two-point functions of operators dual to dilaton partial waves are related to the corresponding exact absorption probabilities [11] through the appropriate optical theorem. Third, our prescription incorporates a natural subtraction and amputation procedure which automatically removes potential UV divergences and renders the correlators well-defined.
Despite these nice features, our results are not entirely satisfactory. The correlators we obtain appear to include terms which are analytic functions of the momenta with imaginary coefficients. As explained in Section 4, their presence is related to the so-called Stokes phenomenon [39] , which in some cases forces subleading coefficients of the asymptotic expansion of a real function to take on complex values. We should emphasize that the appearance of such terms is not unique to our approach: the twopoint functions derived in [34, 35] using the GKPW recipe [2, 3] suffer from the same problem (a fact which was not noticed in those works). Given that the problematic terms are analytic in momentum-space, and therefore amount to contact terms, one is tempted to simply drop them from the correlators. This would indeed yield n-point functions with sensible analytic structure. The only problem is that these same contact terms appear to be necessary for two-point functions to be correctly related to the corresponding absorption probabilities, as dictated by the optical theorem. We have discussed this puzzle in Section 4, as well as some of its possible resolutions.
Our work was motivated by a series of recent papers [10, 16, 11, 12] addressing the possible generalization of the AdS 5 /SYM 4 correspondence away from the conformal limit ωR → 0. As explained in Section 2, the authors of [10, 16, 11] espouse the view that physics on the full three-brane background is encoded in the D3-brane worldvolume action (an insight which was implicit already in [7] ). Through considerations of symmetries and large anomalous dimensions, Gubser and Hashimoto [11] were led to conjecture that, for strong 't Hooft coupling, this worldvolume theory is simply N = 4 SYM deformed in the infrared by a specific dimension-eight operator, as indicated in (7). They advocate a duality between this theory and supergravity in the full three-brane background, which is supposed to hold in the limit g s → 0, g s N → ∞.
We wish to stress that our work does not rely on the specific form of the conjecture of [11] . Since our calculations are based on the supergravity side of the duality relation, the physical quantities we compute pertain to whatever theory turns out to be dual to the curved space description, even if it is not precisely of the form (7). We regard our work as a step towards the more precise specification of this theory, and it is an outstanding challenge to reproduce our results through an explicit field theory calculation.
On the other hand, it should be noted that our approach is in accord with the perspective of [10, 16, 11] in two important respects: first, throughout the paper we explicitly assume that the worldvolume theory of D3-branes (or at least some localized (3 + 1)-dimensional object) is relevant for the duality; second, for the most part we restrict attention to the limit g s → 0. These two assumptions play a role both in our derivation of the recipe for two-point functions in Section 3, and in our formulation of the optical theorem in Section 4.
The duality we have studied in this paper operates between two alternative descriptions of physics in the presence of a system of N ≫ 1 branes: on the one hand, supergravity on the curved three-brane background; on the other hand, the D3-brane worldvolume theory coupled to supergravity in the bulk of flat (9 + 1)-dimensional space. We are interested in this system at finite ωR, since ωR → 0 is just the usual Maldacena limit [1] . An important aspect that follows from our analysis (see Section 3) is that, for large g s N, the worldvolume theory does not decouple from the bulk even if g s → 0. As a result, n-point correlators of operators in the lower-dimensional theory receive contributions from virtual particles propagating in the higher-dimensional space, which cannot be disentangled from those entirely confined to the brane. As explained in Section 4, such higher-dimensional processes also have an impact on the form of the optical theorem connecting two-point functions to absorption probabilities, a fact which was overlooked in [11] .
The lack of a complete decoupling should not be mistaken for the absence of a duality. It does however indicate that, in contrast with the AdS/CFT case, the 'gauge theory' side of the duality in question necessarily involves both the worldvolume theory and supergravity in flat space. Of course, as g s → 0 the latter theory becomes trivial-free fields propagating in (9 + 1)-dimensional flat space. Roughly speaking, this trivial part of the system describes the free fields on the asymptotically flat part of the three-brane geometry, while the worldvolume theory encodes all the non-trivial physics in the throat (which includes much more than the near-horizon geometry relevant to the standard AdS/CFT correspondence [1] ). If correct, this is undoubtedly a very profound statement. In particular, it still seems appropriate to us to speak of 'holography', given that the non-trivial aspects of a higher-dimensional theory are encoded in the dynamics of a theory which is essentially four-dimensional.
Intriligator [12] has argued that the duality conjectured by Gubser and Hashimoto should in fact be expected to hold for arbitrary g s and N. In Section 2 we have reviewed his arguments and commented on the problematic aspects of his proposal. Here we wish to emphasize that Intriligator arrived at his conjecture by means of scaling and non-renormalization arguments which do not explicitly bring the two alternative D-brane descriptions into play. While he asserts that the dual theory is of the form (7), he does not identify it with the D3-brane worldvolume theory. This could perhaps be viewed as a weakness of his proposal, but it enables him to take the view that the four-dimensional theory whose Lagrangian is (7), is by itself (without any coupling to a higher-dimensional theory) dual to the entire three-brane background. While we approach the problem from a different perspective, the interesting question remains whether there could exist a purely four-dimensional theory which holographs the full asymptotically flat geometry. From our analysis it is clear that such a theory would necessarily be more than a pure D3-brane worldvolume theory, for it would have to summarize the effective theory on the branes, free supergravity in (9 + 1)-dimensional flat space, and the interaction between them. In such a theory our correlators would be seen to follow from a strictly four-dimensional calculation.
In this connection, we cannot resist commenting on the similarity between certain aspects of our results and some recent analyses of non-commutative field theories. A first point to notice is the potential connection of our work and that of Maldacena and Russo [35] , who studied certain supergravity backgrounds which are the putative duals of large N non-commutative gauge theories (this was first done in [59] ). The backgrounds in question are obtained as decoupling limits of the solution describing N D3-branes in the presence of a constant B field -the same limit which on the gauge theory side gives rise to the non-commutative description [60] . Among other things, the authors of [35] computed a two-point correlator of a certain component of the gauge theory energy-momentum tensor, employing an extrapolation of the GKPW recipe [2, 3] . Interestingly, the relevant supergravity field (restricted to be independent of time and one spatial direction) satisfies an equation which is identical to that of a dilaton propagating on the full (zero B field) asymptotically flat D3-brane background! As a result, the correlator obtained in [35] is essentially the same as that computed by us in Section 3, and expressed in Eq. (29) . Maldacena and Russo also determined the shape and energy of strings lying along geodesics of their geometry; the relevant equations happen to have the same form as those considered by us in our study of the quark-antiquark potential (see Section 7). It is too soon to tell whether these remarkable similarities are merely accidental or indicate some underlying connection. It should be emphasized that the backgrounds studied in [59, 35] are completely different from ours: not only is there a non-vanishing B field (whose magnitude is in fact taken to diverge in the decoupling limit), but also a dilaton with non-trivial dependence on the radial coordinate. Still, it is interesting to note that, as pointed out in [59] , the Einstein frame metric in one case is asymptotically flat.
There is yet another feature of our results which is suggestive of a relation to the non-commutative case: the presence, in what is otherwise a four-dimensional theory, of virtual particles propagating in a higher-dimensional space. This closely resembles a phenomenon encountered in recent studies of non-commutative perturbative dynamics [61, 62] (see also [63] - [72] ). In that context, the basic observation is that while the non-commutativity removes the usual UV field-theoretic divergences, it gives rise (even in a massive theory) to peculiar IR divergences. The latter represent novel long-distance effects which in fact arise from the short-distance degrees of freedom-an intriguing phenomenon known as UV/IR mixing [61, 62] . To capture the correct long-distance physics in a Wilsonian description of the theory with an explicit UV cutoff, it is then necessary to introduce additional fields which reproduce the unfamiliar IR singularities. Some of these fields have propagators which can be naturally interpreted as describing particle propagation in a higher-dimensional space. This suggests an analogy with string theory, associating the lower-dimensional fields with open strings attached to a brane, and the higher-dimensional fields with closed strings which can propagate outside the brane 16 . There is thus a clear parallel with the 'branes + flat space' description of our system, which incorporates worldvolume and bulk degrees of freedom in manifest correspondence with massless modes of open and closed strings, respectively.
The imprint of UV/IR mixing is seen also in the context of our discussion of the UV/IR correspondence in Section 5. As explained there, a point-like source located at radial position r = r ′ in the bulk makes its primary contribution to a one-point function in the dual theory at a length scale L(r ′ ) which is essentially the maximum of R 2 /r ′ and r ′ . This means in particular that the r ′ → ∞ region, which would be naturally interpreted as a high-energy region in the holographic dual, can in fact give rise to the large-distance effects.
We reiterate that all similarities with the non-commutative case might amount to no more than an intriguing analogy. It is however tempting to speculate that a) perhaps there exists a purely four-dimensional theory which holographs the entire three-brane background (flat region included), and b) possibly this theory incorporates some type of non-commutativity. The dual description that we have directly scrutinized -the one which follows directly from D-brane reasoning -could then be regarded as a reformulation of the non-commutative dual in terms of two coupled components: a Wilsonian worldvolume effective action (which according to [11] is given by (7) , with a cutoff of order 1/R), and the (9 + 1)-dimensional flat space supergravity action, encoding the additional long-distance effects. This interpretation would be in line with the fact that, as explained in Sections 4 and 5, there is a subtlety in extracting low-energy results from the supergravity description. If we regard AdS space as the r → 0 portion of the full three-brane geometry, carry out calculations in the complete background, and then take the low-energy limit, the results do not necessarily agree with those obtained in a space which is purely AdS from the beginning. In the 'branes + flat space' side of the duality, the issue is whether or not one includes the contribution of the virtual particles which propagate off the branes. In the hypothetical strictly four-dimensional description, this would correspond to the statement that the non-commutative theory does not reduce to the naive commutative description at low energies.
Before closing, we wish to remark that our prescription for correlation functions is based on such simple considerations that it seems possible to generalize it to arbitrary asymptotically flat backgrounds. Of course, in the general case one is no longer guided by D-brane intuition, so the attempt to describe the curved background in terms of a lower-dimensional effective theory embedded in a higher-dimensional flat space is more of a guess-even if it is still in consonance with the spirit of [31, 32] . But it is the very fact that it would take us into unchartered terrain which could possibly make this investigation worth our while. 
The coefficients C i 1 ...i l lm take the symmetric traceless part of the product of the unit vectorsŷ. For a wave incident along y 9 it is important to compute m C 9...9 lm C
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This calculation was performed in [38] using other coefficients that can be defined by 
Translating to the notation used here, the result in [38] 
Now we proceed to derive Eq. (30) . When the interaction is 
the analog of (11) turns out to be G(r, r ′ ,ŷ,ŷ ′ ) = G 0 (r,ŷ; r ′ ,ŷ ′ ) The flat space propagator G 0 can be expanded as
where r < (r > ) is the smaller (larger) of r and r ′ . The Bessel function J l+2 ensures that the propagator is well behaved at r = 0 and the Hankel function H 
Expanding the full propagator in spherical harmonics, 
As in Section 3, G (l) (r, r ′ ) must reduce to a purely ingoing wave at the horizon and a purely outgoing wave at infinity. Again using the notation of Eq. (18), the solution is
Expanding for large r,r ′ and using the values of A and B from (22) the difference between the full and flat space propagators follows as (r, r ′ → ∞):
Finally, inserting the last equation and (110) into the expansion (108), the propagator ∆ 
